
CHASE began as a response to what we,
as medical students and junior doctors,

witnessed in our overflowing public
hospitals – numerous patients suffering
the consequences of chronic diseases.
We valiantly believed their problems,
which took decades to manifest, could

be fixed with a few days of careful
medical attention, only to see them
return weeks later, in another crisis.

 
We wanted to find solutions and looked
to the community health worker model
in developing nations such as India as

our inspiration. Their principles of
empowerment of the community,

through education and mentorship, still
resonate in the CHASE program today.

 
However, now CHASE means more than
this. The goals of our organisation have

evolved from health literacy to life
literacy. The greatest achievements of
our program are not only the student
projects we help implement, but the

students we help empower to become
future community leaders. With their

leadership, CHASE hopes for a brighter,
healthier future for the Western
suburbs of Melbourne, and all of

Australia.
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CHASE'S FIVE STRATEGIC PILLARS

INTEGRITY INSPIRATION INCLUSION AGENCY DEVELOPMENT

Strengthen Mentor Recruitment
Develop volunteer recruitment strategy
(with focus on mentors) to sustain the

program
 

Increase Engagement
Increase reach and engagement on

Social Media channels with emphasis on
LinkedIn, to recruit, grow awareness

and use as an advocacy tool
 

Develop Leadership Capability 
Develop a leadership capability and

professional development framework,
to retain mentors and develop future

leaders
 

Enhance Volunteer Wellbeing
Implement findings from Mentor
feedback report with a focus on

wellbeing and engagement, to retain
mentors, and to improve and sustain

the program
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CORE VALUES

Strategic Plan 2023

Optimise Best Practices
Ensure good organisational practices to

minimise loss of finance related
knowledge turnover

 
Plan for the future

Conduct a review of the adequacy of
annual funding and develop financial

plan (i.e. 1-3 years), to sustain the
program

 
 

FINANCIALFINANCIAL
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Improve Existing Relationships
Maintain and strengthen relationships
with existing partners, to sustain and

improve the program
 

Grow Partnerships
Identify goals for partnerships, and

potential organisations to partner with,
to sustain the program
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Strengthen with Best Practice 
Revise program based on best practice
public health principles, feedback from

schools, and co-design methodology
 

Monitor Mentor Capacity
Monitor capacity to ensure an adequate

number of mentors are available to
deliver the program

 
Strengthen Project Phase

Strengthen 'project phase' delivery and
community organisation partnerships to

improve its impact
 

Upskill Mentors
Develop process to ensure mentors are

adequately prepared for workshops,
and are committed to critical training

activities 
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Introduce Waitlist Process 
Develop and implement a 'wait list'

procedure for interested schools and
ensure they are prioritised when

capacity become available
 

Communicate Program Outcomes
Establish an effective 'public facing'
impact evaluation to communicate
program outcomes to stakeholders

 
Publish Evaluation Findings

Establish relationship with a University
to partner and publish evaluation

findings of CHASE program
 

Embed Impact Portfolio
Embed impact portfolio within the

organisational structure to measure,
improve, and report impact on all

relevant stakeholders
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